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Abstract

A novel modulated diamond cutting (MDC) technique is proposed for the generation of com-

plicated micro/nanofluidic channels. The MDC adopts a turning configuration through a four-axis

ultra-precision diamond lathe, a motion modulation based milling operation is introduced by ex-

tending the virtual spindle technique. This unique principle makes the MDC more suitable to

generate micro/nanofluidic channels through compromising certain inherent advantages of both di-

amond turning and milling. Moreover, taking advantage of axial servo motion modulation as well

as tool mark modulation using the re-cutting e↵ect, complicated channels can be e↵ectively gener-

ated having spatially-varying shapes as well as hierarchical micro/nanostructures. Through both

numerical simulation and experimental cutting, capability and outperformance of the MDC are

demonstrated well. The result suggests that the MDC is capable to generate ultra-smooth channel

surfaces with complicated shapes and superimposed surface nanostructures, exhibiting significant

superiority for the generation of micro/nanofluidic channels with high flexibility, high e�ciency, and

high universality.

Keywords: Modulated diamond cutting, micro/nanofluidic channels, tool mark modulation,
hierarchically structured surface.
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1. Introduction

Micro/nanofluidic channels with feature dimensions ranging from tens of nanometres to tens of

micrometres are essential for precise manipulation of fluids in picoliters or even femtoliters scale [1].

It is now attracting ever-increasing attention in a variety of fields, including biological analysis [1],

chemical synthesis [2], and plasmofluidics [3], to mention a few. It was reported that the channels

with spatially-varying shapes can provide high flexibility for the tuning of the micro/nanofluidic

transport behaviour [4, 5]. Moreover, channels with superimposed surface nanostructures can lead

to unusual physics or geometry governed fluidic e↵ects, significantly extending novel capability and

performance of micro/nanofluidic devices and applications [6].

Currently, lithography based fabrication methods (e.g., photolithography, laser direct-write,

nanoimprinting, and electron beam lithography) are dominant for the generation of micro/nanofluidic

channels [1, 5, 6].A detailed review of recent lithography based fabrication methods can be found in

Ref. [7] for the generation of these related channels. In general, most of these techniques may su↵er

from: i) laborious multiple processes to create three-dimensional (3-D) shapes, especially with su-

perimposition of surface nanostructures [8, 9]; ii) limited capability to fabricate continuously curved

channels with ultra-high dimensional accuracy and surface quality; and iii) low mass production

rate of the channels [10].

More recently, the bottom-up based 3-D printing technique was recommended for the gener-

ation of microfluidic channels. Although it is highly e�cient for fast prototyping, most of the

additive methods may su↵er from low resolution and rough channel surfaces, reducing its appeal for

micro/nanofluidic applications [11–14]. Micro-milling which belongs to top-down based mechan-

ical machining was also introduced to rapidly generate microfluidic channels, mainly attributed

to the unique advantages of high production rate, low cost, and universality of processed materi-

als [10, 15]. However, there are challenges to generate complex channels in the micro/nanoscales
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which mainly due to the limited geometrical shape of micro-milling tools as well as the inherent

kinematics of milling operations. Moreover, it remains impossible for the developed micro-milling

techniques to create hierarchical surfaces featuring superimposed secondary nanostructures on the

basic curved walls of micro-channels. To decrease the feature dimensions, atomic force microscope

(AFM) based nano-milling with controlled normal cutting force was developed to generate channels

in the nanoscale, which can achieve sub-100 nm lateral resolution and sub-10 nm vertical resolution

[16–18]. In general, it employs a sharp AFM tip on a flexible cantilever to fabricate nanoscale fea-

tures at the expense of relatively low e�ciency, low accuracy, and high tip wear rate, significantly

restricting its application for high throughput requirements [16].

Compared with micro-milling, diamond turning adopts natural single crystal diamond tools

with controllable nose radius from millimetres down to dozens of nanometres, making it ideal

to fabricate micro/nanostructured surfaces [19–21]. Additional oscillations in the turning further

extends its capability for the generation of complicated surfaces with high flexibility and high quality

[22]. Although diamond turning exhibits complementary functions to micro-milling, the inherent

spiral trajectory makes it extremely di�cult to generate micro/nanofluidic channels with spatially-

varying shapes, especially for the ones with superimposed functional nanostructures. In principle,

an ideal solution for creating a complicated channel is to take a rotating tool along the channel

trend to remove bulk materials, just as micro-milling does. In addition, ultra-fine oscillations

of the diamond tools with controllable shapes in tool servo based turning are expected to gain

the capability for complicated channel generation with high complexity, high flexibility, and high

e�ciency. Considering these requirements, an alternative rotary vibration based diamond cutting

is promising in terms of rotary tool and fast spatial oscillations [23, 24]. However, with respect to

the state-of-the-art rotary vibration based cutting [23, 24], the fixed rotation radius between the

cutting edge and spindle axis may limit its flexibility on machining channels with spatially-varying
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width.

Motivated by this, a novel modulated diamond cutting (MDC) technique which retains in-

dispensable features of both tool servo based turning and micro-milling is proposed to fabricate

micro/nanofluidic channels. The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

• Propose to employ single point diamond cutting technique for the generation of micro/nanofluidic

channels with spatially-varying shapes as well as with superimposed surface nanostructures,

which are often di�cult for the state-of-the-art manufacturing methods to achieve.

• Propose to synthesize fundamental concepts of conventional diamond turning and micro-

milling through generating modulated motions, and the accordingly formed MDC technique

greatly extends the machining capability of both turning and micro-milling processes.

• The developed MDC technique outperforms the current manufacturing methods in terms of

the flexibility to shape complexity, the generality to processed materials, and the e�ciency to

mass production rate, providing more freedoms for micro/nanofluidic device design.

2. Principle of modulated diamond cutting

2.1. Motion modulation for basic channel generation

The MDC technique adopts a basic configuration of a four-axis ultra-precision lathe as shown

in Fig. 1, and an enlarged view of the interaction of the diamond tool and sample is also illustrated

at the upper right corner in Fig. 1. The om � xmymzm and ow � xwywzw are the fixed Cartesian

coordinate systems of the lathe and workpiece, respectively. The two coordinate systems initially

coincide with each other, and the omzm (owzw) axis coincides with the spindle axis. The di↵erence

is that the ow � xwywzw system will rotate with the spindle. A diamond turning tool is fixed on a

tool holder installed on the zm-axial slide, and through a vacuum chuck, the workpiece is attached

on the aero-bearing spindle with rotation axis being parallel to the zm-axis.
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Figure 1: System configuration for micro/nanofluidic channel generation, 1 diamond tool, 2 sample, 3 generated

channel, 4 vacuum chuck, 5 spindle, 6 tool holder.

A projected two-dimensional (2-D) schematic of a desired channel and the relative cutting kine-

matics of the MDC is illustrated in Fig. 2. With respect to an arbitrary point oc(k) in the central

axis of the channel, the distance relative to the spindle axis and the corresponding polar angle are

⇢k and ✓k, respectively. During cutting, point oc will be set to move along the central line of the

micro/nanofluidic channel with a feeding speed of f per revolution of the spindle. If the rotational

speed of the spindle is denoted by S, the polar angle can be obtained with respect to time tk as

✓k = ⇡Stk
30 .

Considering the trend of the channel, the relative position between the two successive points

oc(k + 1) and oc(k) can be expressed by

xc(k + 1) = (⇢k + �) cos (✓k + #) (1)

yc(k + 1) = (⇢k + �) sin (✓k + #) (2)
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Figure 2: Schematic of cutting kinematics for micro/nanofluidic channel generation, where oc(k) and oc(k+ i) are the

k-th and (k + i)-th point (corresponding to time tk and tk+i) in the central axis of the channel.

where � and # are the incremental distance and angle of the point oc(k + 1) relative to the point

oc(k) in the ow � xwywzw system, respectively.

To satisfy the requirement for the usage of a rotating tool to move along the channel trend, the

following law should always be satisfied for any arbitrary k, � and #:

(xt � xc)
2 + (yt � yc)

2 ⌘ R

2
d (3)

where (xt, yt) is the planar Cartesian coordinate of the cutter location point (CLP) in the ow �

xwywzw system which is defined as the centre of the circular edge of the diamond tool, and Rd is

the equivalent rotational radius defined as the distance between the CLP and point oc(k) at time

tk.

To guarantee e↵ective cutting, the point oc should be on the plane of the rake face of the tool.

Considering that the rake face is horizontal in the machine tool system, CLPs of the diamond tool

should satisfy xt = Rd+xc, and yt = yc. The relationship in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) suggests that planar

quasi-harmonic motions with the same frequency as the spindle and position dependent amplitude

should be modulated on the tool to execute the desired rotational cutting. Moreover, the rotational
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axes are controlled along the trending direction of the channel in the MDC. Considering the planar

quasi-harmonic motions, the servo motion along the zm-axial direction, and the spindle rotation,

an ultra-precision lathe with the four axes being concurrently controlled is essentially required to

implement the proposed MDC technique.

It is noteworthy that although the motion modulation based virtual spindle technique is em-

ployed to control the position of the rotational axis [22], the cutting method reported in [22] is

essentially a turning process. In the MDC, continuous changing of the axis position with constant

or channel shape determined rotational radius is adopted, which operates in a milling-like mode.

2.2. Motion modulation for complicated channel generation

Commonly, a micro/nanofluidic channel may have spatially-varying 3-D features in the micro-

scale and even nano-scale. With the relative position between the diamond tool and workpiece

shown in Fig. 2, the coordinate of an arbitrary point at the tool edge in the ow � xwywzw system

can be expressed by

2

6666664

xp(k)

yp(k)

zp(k)

3

7777775
=

2

6666664

⇢k cos ✓k

⇢k sin ✓k

0

3

7777775
+

2

6666664

(Rd + ⇢t) cos �k

(Rd + ⇢t) sin �k

zm(k) + g (⇢t)

3

7777775

2

6666664

� cos ✓k � sin ✓k 0

sin ✓k � cos ✓k 0

0 0 1

3

7777775
(4)

where zm(k) is the zm-axial servo motion, g(·) is the function relating the radial position ⇢t 2

[�Rt, Rt] and the corresponding profile of the tool edge [22], and �k is an included angle as shown

in Fig. 2.

Assume the bottom surface of the designed channel can be mathematically expressed by S (xw, yw)

in the ow�xwywzw system, the required zm-axial servo motion corresponding to this bottom surface

can be obtained by:

zm(k) = min {g (⇢t)� S [xp(k), yp(k)] > 0} , 8⇢t (5)
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Since the desired channel is created by the swept motion of the tool relative to the workpiece,

channel shapes can be varied by controlling the position of the tool edge as described in Eq. (4).

Besides the zm-axial motion, the transient radius Rd can also be tuned in real time to e�ciently

adapt to width variation of the channel as illustrated in Fig. 2 (A�A).

2.3. Tool mark modulation for hierarchical channel generation

In general, there are inevitable tool marks on the machined surface in both turning and milling.

By deliberately choosing the cutting parameters, shapes of the tool marks can be modulated to form

desired textures for functionalization [25, 26]. Unlike the current tool mark control methods, the

inherent re-cutting e↵ects induced by the rotational cutting was adopted and superimposed on the

tri-axial modulation motions in the MDC. Therefore, secondary nanostructures can be generated

on bottom surfaces of the desired 3-D micro/nanofluidic channels.

To provide a more detailed illustration, the approximate relative cutting motion projected on

the ow � xwyw plane is shown in Fig. 3. When the tool rotates from point TP 0 to TP , it executes

forward cutting. After that, it will rotates from point TP to TP

0, leading to a re-cutting of the

previously generated surface. This re-cutting e↵ect can serves as possible tool mark modulation

for surface texturing. As shown in Fig. 3, there are three types of structures formed by the tool

marks on the machined surface, namely one hexagonal bulge in region I between point B and C,

one ribbon bulge in region III, and a set of pyramid structures with variable dimensions in other

regions (region II for example).

With respect to the ribbon bulge, the maximum height is highly dependent on the tool geometry,

feedrate, and rotational radius. Assume that the feedrate per revolution is much smaller than the

rotational radius (f ⌧ Rd), the maximum height can be approximately determined by

hr =
⇢p

|⇢p|

✓q
(⇢p +Rt)

2 � 0.25d2AB � 1

◆
�
q
R

2
t � 0.25d2AB (6)
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Figure 3: The projected cutting motion for tool mark modulation.

dAB = d2Rdf
�1ef � 2Rd (7)

where ⇢p is the local curvature radius of the primary surface along the feeding direction, and dAB

is the distance between points A and B.

If the transient rotational diameter (2Rd) is an integral multiple of the feedrate f , point A will

coincide with point B. At that time, the hexagonal bulge in region I will be transferred into the

ribbon bulge in region III in Fig. 3, and the height of the newly formed ribbon bulge will reach its

maximum with the value being obtained by setting dAB = dBC = f in Eq. (6).

3. Experimental setup

The cutting experiments were conducted on a four-axis ultra-precision lathe from Moore Nan-

otechnology Corporation (350 FG, USA), and a single crystal diamond tool (Contour Fine Tooling

Inc., UK) with nose radius of Rt = 15.5 µm was employed for material removal. Hardware configu-

ration of the cutting system is photographically illustrated in Fig. 4(a), and a microscopic image of

the employed diamond tool is shown in Fig. 4(b). The rake and flank angles of the tool were 0 and

7 degree, respectively. A cylinder brass sample (C-2600) fixed on a fixture was then attached to the

spindle through a vacuum chuck. The sample was finely turned to be flat with surface roughness
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Figure 4: Photography of the machining system for micro/nanofluidic channels, (a) hardware configuration of the

machining system, and (b) the microscopy image of the employed diamond tool, where 1 vacuum chuck, 2 fixture,

3 cylindrical sample, 4 diamond tool, 5 tool holder, 6 lubricant supplier; Rt denotes the nose radius of the diamond

tool.

less than 10 nm before conducting the MDC operation. During cutting, the spindle speed was

set around 30 rpm, and the lubricant oil was employed to facilitate material removal. Through

close collaboration of the four-axial servo motions, complicated micro/nanofluidic channels can be

generated well.

After cutting, the generated micro/nanofluidic channel was cleaned through alcohol with air

blast to remove the attached segmented chips. The detailed 3-D topography of obtained channels

was then captured through an optical surface profiler from Zygo Corporation (Nexview, USA), and

the stitching strategy was employed to get surface data covering a relatively large area. After mea-

surement, the obtained data was exported, analyzed, and depicted through a commercial software

MATLAB.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Generation of linear micro-channels

Without loss of generality, a micro/nanofluidic channel with freeform bottom surface mathe-

matically described by S(xm, ym) = A cos(200⇡xm) +A sin(200⇡ym) was generated to demonstrate

the capability for the fabrication of micro/nanofluidic channels with complicated shapes. The am-
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Figure 5: Numerically and experimentally generated micro/nanofluidic channel with spatially-varying shapes.

plitude for the surface is A = 150 nm, and the nominal depth-of-cut (DoC) is 0.6 µm which is also

the height from the free surface to the valley point in the channel. In addition, the rotational radius

and feedrate are set as Rd = 9 µm and f = 2.5 µm/rev, respectively. To verify the MDC technique,

a surface generation model based on geometry computation is developed for numerical generation

of the created channels. More details about the simulation model will be presented in our future

work.

Figure 5 illustrates the numerically simulated as well as experimentally machined channel. The

captured length is about 200 µm, which is double of the spatial periodicity of the desired surface

S(xm, ym). The obtained thinnest width of the channel is around 22.5 µm for both the simulated

and experimental channels. It is slightly larger than the equivalent rotational diameter which might

due to the round shape of the employed diamond tool. Moreover, the channel width is periodically

varied which is jointly induced by the oscillation of the tool along the zm-axis direction and the

tool geometry. To decouple the width and depth variation of the channel, a square-edged rather

than a round-edged tool is suggested. To actively control the spatially varying channel width, a

modulation of the transient radius Rd is suggested which can be realized by tuning the amplitudes

of the planar quasi-harmonic motions in real time. For example, using the same feedrate, a practical
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Figure 6: The practically generated micro/nanofluidic channel with harmonically varied width, (a) the 3-D topography

of the channel, (b) the cross-sectional profile along the X direction at Y = 100 µm showing a channel depth of 0.35

µm, and (c) the cross-sectional profile along the Y direction at X = 20 µm.

3-D topography of a micro/nanofluidic channel is obtained in Fig. 6(a) with harmonically varied

widths. The cross-sectional profile of the channel along the X direction exhibits a regular shape

with a depth of 0.35 µm as shown in Fig. 6(b), and a ultra-smooth channel surface is also obtained

along the Y direction with a roughness of Ra=4.7 nm (Fig. 6(c) ).

By increasing the feedrate to be f = 5 µm/rev, a straight micro-channel with constant width

and depth was also generated to have a set of superimposed surface nanostructures. The simulated

and experimental channels are comparatively shown in Fig. 7. A good agreement between features

of the theoretical and practical channels is observed. Theoretically, from Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), the

maximum height of the ribbon structure in region III is estimated to be 32 nm, and the minimum

height the hexagonal bulge in region I is estimated to be 73 nm. With a good accordance of

the theoretical estimation, both the numerically and practically generated channels in Fig. 7 also

suggest that the hexagonal bulge is the major type of surface nanostructures on the bottom of the

channel. In addition, the pyramid nanostructure is also observed as that estimated in region II in

Fig. 3.
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Figure 7: Numerically and experimentally generated micro/nanofluidic channel with superimposed surface nanostruc-

tures.

It is noteworthy that a large volume of burrs is found on the hexagonal bulge nanostructures as

shown in Fig. 7, which may be a combination of the Poisson and rollover burr [27, 28]. Meanwhile,

caused by the Poisson and tear burr, the free surface is observed to be relatively clean with a slight

volume of small burrs on one top side as shown in Figs. 5 and 7 [27, 28]. In general, the undesired

burrs can be minimized by optimizing the process parameters, mainly including the cutting veloc-

ity, feedrate, edge radius, and depth-of-cut [27–29]. However, for the proposed MDC technique, it

remains di�cult to eliminate the burrs through tuning these parameters, since they are determined

based on the requirement for the generation of the specified surface micro/nanostructures. Con-

sidering the intricacy of the surface structures, one promising method would be the electron beam

irradiation based finishing method for the removal of the burrs [30, 31]. More attentions on the

formation mechanism and elimination strategy for the burrs will be paid in future study.

4.2. Generation of a concentric micro-channel

To give a systematic investigation of the MDC technique, a complicated micro/nanofluidic chan-

nel consisting of several concentric arcs was fabricated using the same diamond tool and rotational

radius. A DoC of 0.8 µm was used, and the machined channel is captured and shown in Fig. 8. The
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Figure 8: Experimentally generated spiral micro/nanofluidic channel illustrated in its local cylindrical coordinate

system.

concentric arcs in the channel are alternately connected at the end points along the radial direction,

and the relative radial distance between any two successive arcs is 120 µm. During cutting process,

the channel was described in its local cylindrical coordinate system as shown in Fig. 8. The feedrate

of the tool for the arc and radial connection channel cutting were set as � = 0.5 degree and f = 0.6

µm per revolution of the spindle, respectively.

Considering the tool shape, the width of the generated micro/nanofluidic channel is measured

to be 36 µm, and a high uniformity of features of the micro/nanofluidic channel is observed with a

small volume of burrs accumulated at one side on the free surface. In addition, as discussed above,

features of the modulated tool marks are highly dependent on the feedrate f which may vary with

respect to the polar axis ⇢s for the arc channel cutting in this case (f = �⇢s). To show details of

the generated surfaces at di↵erent positions, the obtained bottom surfaces in regions A, B, C and

D as marked in Fig. 8 are extracted and presented in Fig. 9. With the surface in region A (Fig.

9(a)), a super-smooth surface with a surface roughness of Sa = 1.38 nm is obtained, attributing to

14
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Figure 9: Characteristics of the extracted bottom surface in (a) region A, (b) region B, (c) region C, and (d) region

D.

the small feedrate of about 0.6 µm/rev.

With respect to the surface in region B in Fig. 9(b), a slight ripple pattern with two peaks

for each structure is observed with a height around 10 nm and periodicity around 4.4 µm, which

corresponds to the feeding length. The overall surface roughness with these nano-ripples is about

Sa = 4.05 nm. In addition, the surface in region C in Fig. 9(c) mainly features a combination of

one set of ribbon structures with maximum height around 20 nm and two sets of pyramid structures

with maximum height around 40 nm, corresponding to the structures schematically illustrated in

regions III and II in Fig. 3, respectively. Region D in Fig. 9(d) is dominated by the hexagonal

bulge (region I in Fig. 3) with two peaks at the two ends. The maximum height for the peaks

is around 90 nm, and the height at the mid-point of the bulge is around 60 nm. Features of the

obtained secondary nanostructures in the four regions exhibit good uniformity. In general, it is

foreseeable that micro/nanofluidic channels with di↵erent shapes can be generated well through

controlling servo motions to follow the desired channel trend.
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4.3. Discussion

The proposed MDC technique adopts a basic configuration of a four-axis lathe, whereas it works

with a milling kinematics, endowing it with the inherent advantages of micro-milling. Meanwhile,

the MDC technique inherits the features of conventional tool servo based turning, and the ultra-fine

oscillation of the tool provides it with the capability for e�cient generation of complicatedly shaped

surfaces. Outperformance of the MDC with respect to turning and micro-milling is summarized as

follows:

• Although tool servo based turning is good at generating complicated smooth surfaces, it is

commonly hard to fabricate a micro/nanofluidic channel with oriented sharp edges as that

obtained in this study. By adopting micro-milling operation through turning kinematics,

the MDC gains more flexibility to better adapt to features of the desired micro/nanofluidic

channels.

• In micro-milling, it is di�cult to adjust the relative position between the tool and the spindle

axis with sub-micron accuracy. However, the turning configuration in the MDC enables a

much easier alignment of the tool with nanometre accuracy through the applicable tool setting

methods, guaranteeing a much higher machining accuracy.

• Limited by the dimensional size of micro milling tools, it is extremely di�cult to generate

spatially varying shapes with features in dozens of microns through micro-milling. However,

a diamond turning tool with motion modulation in the MDC can generate complex features

even in the nanoscale, providing much higher machining flexibility.

• With the MDC technique, turning and micro-milling operations can be freely combined for

one cutting without any changes of a machining system, leading to a better matching of the

structures and optimal cutting strategies. This is significant for the generation of not only
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complex micro-channels, but also freeform and micro/nanostructured functional surfaces.

Although the MDC technique is highly flexible for the generation of complex micro/nanofluidic

channels, the required frequency and amplitude for the planar modulation motion are highly de-

pendent on the spindle speed and dimensions of the desired channel. Therefore, the achievable size,

machining accuracy, and machining e�ciency will be inevitably restricted by the moving capability

of the two planar slides in terms of the system dynamics behavior.

5. Conclusion

This study provides a new modulated diamond cutting (MDC) technique to generate mi-

cro/nanofluidic channels with spatially-varying shapes. The tri-axial translational servo motions

enable the MDC to conduct a more flexible milling operation using a turning configuration, leading

to advantages outperforming both turning and micro-milling. Taking advantage of the inherent

re-cutting e↵ect, the tool mark modulation by tuning cutting parameters is adopted in the MDC

to generate ultra-smooth channel surface as well as to superimpose certain nanostructures on the

generated channels. Basic principle of the MDC is detailed and demonstrated by generating certain

straight channels through both numerical simulation and experimental cutting. Moreover, a con-

centric micro/nanofluidic channel with various superimposed nanostructures on the bottom surface

is fabricated.
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List of Figures

Figure 1 System configuration for micro/nanofluidic channel generation, 1 diamond

tool, 2 sample, 3 generated channel, 4 vacuum chuck, 5 spindle, 6 tool holder.

Figure 2 Schematic of cutting kinematics for micro/nanofluidic channel generation,

where oc(k) and oc(k+ i) are the k-th and (k+ i)-th point (corresponding to

time tk and tk+i) in the central axis of the channel.

Figure 3 The projected cutting motion for tool mark modulation.

Figure 4 Photography of the machining system for micro/nanofluidic channels, (a)

hardware configuration of the machining system, and (b) the microscopy im-

age of the employed diamond tool, where 1 vacuum chuck, 2 fixture, 3 cylin-

drical sample, 4 diamond tool, 5 tool holder, 6 lubricant supplier; Rt denotes

the nose radius of the diamond tool.

Figure 5 Numerically and experimentally generated micro/nanofluidic channel with

spatially-varying shapes.

Figure 6 The practically generated micro/nanofluidic channel with harmonically varied

width, (a) the 3-D topography of the channel, (b) the cross-sectional profile

along the X direction at Y = 100 µm showing a channel depth of 0.35 µm,

and (c) the cross-sectional profile along the Y direction at X = 20 µm.

Figure 7 Numerically and experimentally generated micro/nanofluidic channel with

superimposed surface nanostructures.

Figure 8 Experimentally generated spiral micro/nanofluidic channel illustrated in its

local cylindrical coordinate system.

Figure 9 Characteristics of the extracted bottom surface in (a) region A, (b) region B,

(c) region C, and (d) region D.
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Highlights

1. A novel MDC technique is proposed for the generation of micro/nanofluidic channels;

2. Diamond turning and micro-milling are fundamentally synthesized in the MDC;

3. Motion modulation and tool mark modulation strategies are combined;

4. Micro/nanofluidic channels with complicated shapes and hierarchical structures can

be generated.
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